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Abstract
We examine whether standard theoretical models of inflation forecast targeting are consistent with the
observed behaviour of the central banks of Australia, Canada, and the United States. The target
criteria from these models restrict the conditionally expected paths of variables targeted by the central
bank, in particular inflation and the output gap. We estimate various moment conditions, providing a
description of monetary policy for each central bank under different maintained hypotheses. We then
test whether these estimated conditions satisfy the predictions of models of optimal monetary policy.
The overall objective is to examine the extent to which and the manner in which these central banks
successfully balance inflation and output objectives over the near term.

For all three countries, we obtain reasonable estimates for both the strict and flexible inflation forecast
targeting models, though with some qualifications. Most notably, for Australia and the United States
there are predictable deviations from forecasted targets, which is not consistent with models of inflation
targeting. In contrast, the results for Canada lend considerable support to simple models of flexible
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Introduction

Inflation targeting, the practice of specifying a numerical target for inflation and implementing forwardlooking policy decisions to achieve the target, was initially developed by central banks as a transparent
means of implementing credible monetary policy. 1 Subsequent theoretical work by Svensson (1997,
1999), Woodford (2003, 2004), Svensson and Woodford (2005), and Woodford and Giannoni (2005),
recasts inflation targeting as an optimal targeting rule, that is as the outcome of a central bank setting
monetary policy to minimize social welfare losses. A key emphasis of this theoretical work is inflation
forecast targeting, where the central bank uses its policy instrument to ensure that the bank's projections
or forecasts for its target variables satisfy criteria consistent with minimizing social welfare loss.2

In this paper, we use inflation forecast targeting framework as a means of investigating the actual
behaviour of three central banks, those of Australia, Canada, and the United States. The target criteria
from this framework provide restrictions on the conditionally expected paths of variables targeted by the
central bank; they are in fact the Euler conditions from the linear quadratic optimization problem for the
central bank. We estimate these conditions, providing a description of monetary policy for each central
bank under the maintained hypothesis that monetary policy has been implemented as if they were
operating within the inflation forecast targeting framework. General specification tests then allow us to
determine whether the conditions are satisfied. A distinct advantage of the approach is that we need not
concern ourselves with how the policy instrument is adjusted to achieve these conditions, which would
require a structural representation of the entire economy.

Australia and Canada, as two early adopters and to date successful practitioners of inflation targeting, are
natural choices for our purposes. The Federal Reserve in the United States (US), in contrast, is not a
declared inflation targeting central bank. Nonetheless, it is of considerable interest to include it in our
analysis as its behaviour has been described as being implicitly consistent with inflation targeting and our
analysis provides an assessment of the accuracy of this description.3 Moreover, the Federal Reserve,
with its lack of an explicit inflation target, provides a useful point of comparison with the explicit inflation
targeting behaviour of the Reserve Bank of Australia and the Bank of Canada.4

A number of issues motivate our analysis. In the first instance, we are interested in whether there is a
close correspondence between inflation targeting as it is practiced, explicitly or implicitly, and as it is
1

For a summary of the international experience with inflation targeting, see Roger and Stone (2005) and the earlier work by
Bernanke, Laubach, Mishkin, and Posen (1998).

2

Woodford (2007). Svensson (1997) is the seminal theoretical treatment of inflation forecast targeting. Earlier work by King
(1994) discusses the idea as a practical description of monetary policy in the UK.

3

See the discussion in Kuttner (2004).

4

Other candidates that could be usefully examined in the framework here are the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Sweden,
all having inflation targeting central banks.
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prescribed by theory. If actual behaviour is consistent with theory, then models of inflation forecast
targeting are arguably useful tools for analysis, in the same way that policy instrument rules, such as the
Taylor rule, are used in policy analysis (see, Clarida, Gali, and Gertler, 1998 or the more general
discussion in McCallum, 1999). Both Svensson (2003) and Woodford (2004, 2007) argue that central
banks should move more explicitly to inflation forecast targeting; our results provide information as to how
far past behaviour has been from these prescriptions for monetary policy.

An additional motivation is to examine directly the issue of flexible versus pure inflation targeting, or more
simply the trade-off between inflation and output pursued by central banks. Svensson (1999) defines pure
inflation targeting as a regime where the target criteria involve only the projected path of inflation. Such a
target arises when the central bank places no weight on variation in any variable other than inflation in its
loss function. Flexible inflation targeting, in contrast, includes other variables in the target criteria, most
commonly the projected path of the output gap.5 The general consensus is that most inflation targeting
central banks practise flexible inflation targeting. 6 Despite this consensus, there is not much direct
empirical evidence in support of flexible inflation targeting nor, consequently, is there much evidence of
the trade-offs central banks pursue. One reason for this is that most empirical descriptions of inflation
targeting central banks are based upon policy instrument rules, which do not provide a direct means of
discriminating between flexible and pure inflation targeting.7 In contrast, our approach provides evidence
on the actual balance between inflation and cyclical variation in output that central banks have pursued
over the short term horizon.

Related to this balance in the near term between inflation and output is a further forecast targeting criteria
that is of interest to us here. As Woodford (2004, 2007) notes, inflation forecast targets should be
consistent across different horizons. So, for example, a pure inflation targeting regime should restrict the
conditional expectations of inflation from the near term horizon out through to the end of the policy
horizon. Similarly, the balance or trade-off between inflation and output variation under a flexible inflation
forecast targeting rule should be the same across all horizons. The only relevant restriction is that the
horizons must be ones for which monetary policy has some effect on the target variable. Our empirical
framework allows us to examine this criteria.

Finally, there is a substantive debate in the optimal monetary policy literature as to whether central banks
should specify targeting rules — rules that specify paths for target variables — or policy instrument
5

Giannoni and Woodford (2005) consider in detail a variety of theoretical structures and their implications for target criteria,
which in some instances include variables in addition to inflation and the output gap. While theoretically appealing, our focus
here on inflation and the output gap is, we believe, more likely to be consistent with central bank practice.

6

See for example Svensson (1999) and Bernanke et al. (1999). Buiter (2007), however, is critical of the flexible inflation
targeting approach, arguing that most central banks have mandates that are lexicographic in their targets. Price stability is
ordered above other objectives. Thus output gap stability is not to be traded-off against price stability, but considered only
once inflation is at its target value.

7

Policy instrument rules in most instances will include measures of output even if the loss function itself does not include output
stabilization. See for example Svensson (2003).
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rules — rules that specify paths for policy instrument rules, such as Taylor rules.8 Our analysis, which
focuses exclusively on targeting rules, does not address this debate directly but it does go some way to
demonstrating the usefulness of interpreting and assessing the outcomes of central bank behaviour in
terms of targeting rules. McCallum (2000), for instance, argues that the observed behaviour of inflation
targeting central banks is best characterized as following policy instrument rules rather than the targeting
rules of Svensson, not least of which because there is no evidence that they are optimizing in a manner
consistent with targeting rules. Our analysis attempts to provide some such evidence.

Ours is not the first empirical study to consider the Euler conditions associated with optimal inflation
forecast targeting. Favero and Rovelli (2003) estimate and test the Euler conditions associated with a
particular structural model of central bank behaviour and the aggregate economy using US data. Their
objective is to identify the preference parameters of the Federal Reserve, notably the targeted inflation
rate, and determine whether there was a significant change in these preferences after the high inflation
period of the 1970s. Similarly, Dennis (2004, 2006) and Giannoni and Woodford (2005) also provide
estimates for the United States for very general models of an optimizing central bank pursuing flexible
inflation targeting.

Our approach is much simpler than these general models; we focus exclusively on the Euler conditions
alone. The benefit of doing so is twofold. First, these conditions are easily comparable across countries
and we can admit alternative specifications for the behaviour of aggregate supply and demand. Second,
ours is a limited information approach, imposing relatively little economic structure on the estimation. This
can lead to less efficient estimation relative to full information methods applied to a complete structural
model; however, we are much less danger of estimating a mis-specified model. This is particularly
relevant in the current context because of well known difficulties with estimating different parts of the New
Keynesian monetary model (see Henry and Pagan, 2004).

The other study that examines the forecast target conditions and which comes closest to ours in approach
is Rowe and Yetman (2002). These authors examine whether the Bank of Canada has targeted either
inflation or output in recent decades by asking whether there are predictable deviations from target values.
The principles of our approach are identical to theirs. The difference is that we estimate and test flexible
targets, weighted averages of inflation and output, as well as strict inflation targets, whereas Rowe and
Yetman focus on single target variables: either inflation or output. Where our results overlap will be our
estimates of strict inflation targets for Canada and these can be usefully compared to these authors'
results.

Our study is also closely related to Kuttner (2004) though in this instance we share similar objectives
rather than methods. His analysis is based upon a simple interpretation of the Euler conditions restricting
8

See Svensson (2003, 2005) and McCallum and Nelson (2005) for different perspectives. See also Woodford (2007) and the
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inflation and output in an optimal inflation forecasting framework. In most (but not all) cases, optimal
policy should ensure that deviations of inflation from target should be unconditionally correlated with
either the output gap or changes in the output gap. (The sign of the correlation depends upon the
underlying structure of the economy, as we discuss below). Kuttner, using data for New Zealand, the
United Kingdom, and the United States, considers the unconditional correlations between deviations of
inflation from target and output gap measures at different horizons. There are two critical differences
between this study and Kuttner's. First, we consider conditional rather than unconditional correlations and
do so in a formal manner, allowing us to both estimate the inflation forecast parameters and to test the
predictions of inflation forecast targeting. Second, Kuttner focuses on central bank forecasts in the target
conditions. In contrast, we use the paths of actual data. The distinction is important. Kuttner is looking at
the behaviour of central bank's projections and the trade-offs they imply. In contrast, we are asking
whether central banks manage to achieve the outcomes predicted by inflation forecast targeting models.
Ours is a more demanding question of central banks. While central bank projections may be consistent
with inflation targeting we are asking whether and how they are able to manage the economy and if this is
in line with inflation targeting models.

In the next section, we provide a simple set of conditions drawn from the theoretical literature. These
conditions are used to guide the empirical analysis that follows and to provide a basis for interpreting the
results. The empirical analysis considers the three countries, Australia, Canada and the United States,
over samples starting in the early 1990s through to the end of 2007. The first stage of the analysis
estimates the strict and flexible inflation targeting conditions. The second stage considers how well these
estimated conditions satisfy the predictions of the model.

2.

Monetary Targeting Conditions

2.1

Strict Inflation Targeting

We initially consider the simplest case of a central bank that uses its policy instrument to target only
inflation — a strict inflation target (SIT). Given its model of the underlying economy and forecasts, the
central bank will adjust the policy instrument to ensure that inflation does not deviate from target. Since in
general the central bank's instrument only affects inflation with a lag, it will operate to ensure that
expected inflation — at a horizon for which it can influence inflation — does not differ from target. If we
suppose that relative to time t , the horizon under its control is t + h, h ≥ h , then optimal policy under
strict inflation targeting requires;

E t (π t + h − π * ) = 0,

h≥h

(1)

comments in Taylor (2007). Kuttner (2004) provides a good discussion contrasting targeting and policy rules.
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is inflation at time t + h and

π*

is the target rate of inflation. An optimality condition or Euler

equation like (1) can be derived using the standard New Keynesian model of optimal monetary policy for
a central bank that is concerned only about inflation, Gali (2008).

In most presentations of conditions such as (1), the focus is on the first horizon that is under the control of
the central bank, that is for projections of

π t +h .

But properly, the condition should hold for all horizons

beyond h , a point emphasized by Woodford (2004, 2007). Note that the choice of h in general depends
upon the underlying model for aggregate demand. For our purposes, we need not specify a particular
model of aggregate demand just a reasonable choice for h , which we discuss in the following section.

It is straight-forward to perform an empirical test of condition (1). Let

E tη t + h = 0,

η t + h = (π t + h − π * )

then we have

h≥h

which implies that for any horizon greater than or to equal to h , deviations of inflation from target should
be unpredictable using information available at time t . If the value of

π*

is known, possibly because it

has been publicly announced by a central bank, it can be imposed and there are no parameters that need
to be estimated. This is one of the approaches of Rowe and Yetman (2002). Here, though, we treat

π*

as unknown at each horizon and simultaneously estimate and test the restrictions implied by the forecast
targeting model. That is, we estimate the following generalization of condition (1):

E t (π t + h − π h* ) = 0,

h≥h

(2)

Given the estimates, we can then test the restriction that the parameters are consistent across horizons,

π h* = π * , ∀h ≥ h . We can also test whether the orthogonality conditions are satisfied. An advantage of
this approach is the estimation of the inflation target

π * . This allows us to consider countries such as the

United States, where there is no announced target, or countries that have an announced target band with
no clear specification of a point target.9 Most importantly, though, by estimating rather than imposing the
inflation target, we are able to identify what central banks have achieved rather than what they announce
as policy.

9

The Bank of Canada does stipulate that its goal is the mid-point of its target band of 1–3 percent. The Reserve Bank of
Australia does not identify a point target.
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Flexible Inflation Targeting

Few if any central banks claim to be strict inflation targeters and more general or flexible targets are likely
to be a better characterization of central bank behaviour. The two flexible inflation targets commonly
discussed in the literature on monetary policy are:

E t (π t + h + φ xt + h − π * ) = 0

h≥h

E t (π t + h + φ ( xt + h − xt + h −1 ) − π * ) = 0

(3)

h≥h

(4)

where xt is the output gap, the difference between the logarithms of output and potential output. Both of
these conditions are associated with models of monetary policy when the central bank's loss function
depends upon variation in both inflation and output gaps but arise under different assumptions of central
bank behaviour; see Svensson (2003).

Condition (3) arises in a model with a forward-looking New Keynesian aggregate supply curve and the
assumption that the central bank pursues discretionary monetary policy — that is, it re-optimzes monetary
policy every period.10 The condition has been referred to as a leaning against the wind approach since for
inflation to be above its target the bank must ensure output is below capacity to minimize social welfare
loss. The condition, which is the Euler equation from the bank's optimization problem, simply captures
how the central bank trades off variation in inflation and output. Svensson (2003) refers to conditions such
as these as a specific inflation forecast targeting rule. Here we use the terminology flexible to distinguish
from the strict inflation forecast rules of preceding section (which is also a specific inflation forecasting
target rule, though one based on a different objective function).

An alternative means of viewing this condition is as a conditional or state contingent inflation target, as
discussed in Woodford (2003). This comes about from re-organizing the condition to read as follows

E t π t + h = −φEt xt + h + π *

h≥h

This emphasizes that in the near term, when expectations of the output gap are possibly non-zero, the
bank will be targeting a state-contingent inflation rate rather than the strict target of

10

π *.

Of course, for

Svensson (2003) provides an exact treatment of this condition when there are lags associated with monetary policy. The basic
principle is outlined in Clardia, Gali, and Gertler (1999), among other places. See also Gali (2008) for a straightforward
treatment.
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horizons sufficiently far in the future when the output gap has expectation zero, this state contingent
inflation forecast target is simply

The parameter

φ

π *.

plays an important role in conditions (3) and (4) in that it captures the relative weight

the output gap variable receives in the flexible inflation target. If we can obtain stable empirical values for
this parameter then we have a description of monetary policy which is of general practical interest since it
will capture the manner in which central banks balance their objectives over the near term.

One could also attempt to use the underlying theoretical model to further interpret this parameter. Under
certain assumptions about the structure of the underlying economy and preferences of the central bank,

φ

will be a simple function of the slope of the Phillips curve ( α ) and the weight on output in the central

bank loss function ( λ ); specifically,
of

α

φ = λ /α

then we could infer a value for

λ.

(see Svensson, 2003). Consequently, if we have a value

For this paper, we leave such considerations aside, largely

because there are many empirical studies of Phillips curves and it is not clear how to select an
appropriate value of

α . Moreover, the theoretical models that provide the simple decomposition of φ

rely

on Phillips curve representations very much simpler than those that are estimated, which further
complicates choosing an appropriate value for
the value for
estimated

λ

φ

α . We can provide some arguments though that suggest

is likely to be small, certainly less than one. First, empirical work for the US that has

finds it to be essentially zero (Favero and Rovelli, 2003; Dennis, 2004, 2006) while we

certainly expect

α

to be positive.11 Second, Giannoni and Woodford (2005) provide estimates of

φ

using

US data that are around 0.1; their environment is much richer than that considered here so the
comparison is not exact but this does provide a general guide. Finally, if
theoretic considerations, then

φ

λ

arises from strict welfare

reduces further to be inversely related to the elasticity of substitution

among alternative goods in the agent's welfare function, which using standard calibrations implies
should be somewhere around 0.1.

φ

12

Condition (4) also arises in a model with a forward-looking New Keynesian aggregate supply curve but in
this case under the assumption that the central bank is able to commit to a time invariant optimal path for
current and future monetary policy) Without going into detail, the reason the conditions differ can be
summarized quite easily. With discretionary optimization, the central bank need not concern itself with the
dynamic structure of the aggregate supply relation; it need only focus on the contemporaneous trade-off
between the current output gap and inflation. Under commitment, the central bank's optimization problem
does need to take into account the dynamic structure of the aggregate supply relation, in particular the
11

Other US studies also provide evidence that

12

Woodford (2003, p.527).

λ

is very small; see the discussion in Dennis (2004).
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dependence of current inflation on future inflation (with a forward-looking aggregate supply curve). Hence
the trade-off between inflation and output will itself have a dynamic structure, as in condition (4).13

Condition (4) can also be motivated under different circumstances. It arises for a central bank committing
to set monetary policy optimally while facing a backward looking aggregate supply curve. The difference
in this case, though, is that the

φ

parameter will be negative, that is

φ = −λ / α

so that inflation is

positively related to changes in the output gap (Svensson, 2003). The reason we get this alternative
relationship arises from the different dynamics of the backward looking relative to the forward looking
aggregate supply curve. See Svensson (2003) for details.

Conditions (3) and (4), our flexible inflation targets, can be generalized for estimation in the same manner
as we did for the strict inflation targets. In this case, we have

E t (π t + h + φ h xt + h − π h* ) = 0,

h≥h

E t (π t + h + φ h ∆xt + h − π h* ) = 0,

h≥h

or

And as with the strict inflation targeting model, theory predicts that

φh = φ

and

π h* = π *

for all h .

Setting aside the underlying theory, these conditions as written here are intuitively plausible. Both imply a
leaning against the wind interpretation for describing central bank policy. We add a further similar
condition that uses output growth to capture cyclical variation in output rather than the output gap:

Et (π t + h + φ h ∆y t + h − π h* ) = 0,

h≥h

The advantage of this forecast target is its transparency and consistency with much central bank practice,
which often focuses on output growth rather measures of output gaps.

13

For the derivation of the condition and a full discussion of the trade-offs, see Svensson (2003).
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For the three countries, we use quarterly data with samples chosen specifically for each country based
upon the period in which inflation targeting was adopted or, in the case of the US, a comparable period.
Canada effectively adopted its current inflation target of 1–3 percent in December 1993, so the Canadian
sample is 1994:1–2007:4.14 Australia adopted an inflation target of 2–3 percent in 1993, so the Australian
sample is 1993:1-2007:4. 15 The sample for the United States is 1990:1–2007:4. Since we are not
restricted to a specific period in this case, we start somewhat earlier to include the recession of the early
1990s in our sample. Details on source and construction of the series used in estimation are provided in
the Data Appendix.16

For all three countries, we use a headline measure of consumer price inflation, constructed as a year on
year measure, consistent with the definitions of inflation targets at both the Bank of Canada and the
Reserve Bank of Australia. These are presented in Figures 1–3. An alternative measure would be to use
an inflation rate that has had volatile items such as food and energy, as well as tax changes, removed.
Such measures are certainly used by the central banks as intermediate targets to guide policy. Our
choice of headline is, however, consistent with what the banks are in fact targeting and ultimately
responsible for controlling over the policy horizon.17

For the output gap, we use the Hodrick-Prescott filter to calculate potential GDP. This is a relatively crude
means of identifying the output gap but does have the advantage of being easily applied across the three
countries in a systematic manner. All inflation rates, growth rates, and deviations from trend are
measured in annual percentage terms.

Two practical issues arise when estimating the theoretical moment conditions in equations (2)–(4). The
first concerns the instruments used in estimation; the second concerns the output gap measures used in
the objective function.

14

Bank of Canada webpage: www.bank-banque-canada.ca/en/backgrounders/bg-i3.html.

15

Reserve Bank of Australia webpage: www.rba.gov.au/MonetaryPolicy/about\_monetary\_policy.html. The formal inflation
target commenced in 1996; however, inflation targeting has in practice been in effect since 1993.

16

We have investigated monthly data, which is readily available for Canada and, to some extent, for the United States. The
quality of estimation, however, is poor and we suspect this is due to weaker instruments. There are also difficulties
constructing a meaningful measure of the output gap on a monthly basis. Nonetheless, a monthly frequency has the
advantage of being more closely aligned with monetary policy decisions and probably merits further investigation. We leave
this for future work.

17

We do make one adjustment here along these lines. Australian CPI is adjusted to remove the one off effects of the
introduction of the goods and services tax in 2000. Details are in the Data Appendix.
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The instruments used in estimation, z t , must be observable at time t . For quarterly national accounts
data, and any series derived from them, this means using measures for t − 1 and earlier, since there is a
two to three month delay in the production of these series. Similarly, consumer price inflation numbers are
not available until after the end of the quarter, though in the case of Canada and the United States, which
report monthly numbers, there is considerable information within the quarter about current inflation.
Nonetheless, for consistency across countries, we only consider inflation and output measures at t − 1 to
be valid instruments at time t . Where we use other instruments, such as interest rates and commodity
price inflation, that are consistently available on a monthly basis, we use time

t values.

We will also use as instruments measures of the output gap, either in levels or quarterly differences. For
these to be valid instruments, they need to be constructed using only current (time t − 1 ) information. To
achieve this, we construct a sequence of recursive output gap series using the HP filter. We begin with a
series for GDP (in logarithms), y t , for each country over the sample 1981:1–2007:4. Denote this full
sample as

t = − p + 1,...,0,1,..., T . Let HP( y i , i = − p + 1,..., t ) be the HP filter over the first t + p

observations and the associated output gap series is {xi ,t }i = − p +1 = HP( y i , i = − p + 1,..., t ) . Then for
t

each observation t = 1...T , we use the last element of each of these T series as our recursive output
gap measure: xt = {xt ,t }t =1 . For the change in the output gap, which we also use as an instrument, we
R

T

have the series: ∆xt = {x t ,t − xt −1,t }t =1 . Finally, because of the timing of the national accounts data, we
R

use

T

{xtR−1 , ∆xtR−1 } as instruments for time t . The full sample and recursive level output gaps for each

country, along with the inflation measures, are presented in Figures 1–3. Inspection of these show that
the difference between the two is largely one of levels. Once differenced, the full sample and recursive
output gap measures are highly correlated for each country.

With these considerations in mind, we choose the following variables as instruments: the current and first
two lags of commodity price inflation; the first two lags of CPI inflation; the (recursive) output gap and its
first difference both lagged one period; lagged output growth and the change in a short term interest rate.
These are denoted as,

z t = {1, π tcx , π tcx−1 , π tcx− 2 , π t −1 , π t − 2 , xtR−1 , ∆xtR−1 , ∆y t −1 , ∆it }
Details of the series are in the Data Appendix. We further discuss the choice and quality of these
instruments below.

The second practical issue that arises is the measure used in the objective function for the output gap (or
its difference). To facilitate discussion of this point, consider the restricted version of equation (3):
10
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h≥h

One way to interpret these equations is that the bank is attempting to steer the economy as close as
possible to its projections of inflation and the output gap for these horizons. With this interpretation in
mind, one might then wish to use the bank's own time t projections in the above conditions to estimate
and

φ

π , giving an indication of the balance between these objectives, and examine the consistency of this

balance across horizons. This is not, however, a test of the optimizing framework since that requires that
the bank achieve this balance with actual inflation and output gap, not the bank's projections for these
variables. To put it somewhat differently, the bank's projections are its stated preferences; we are
interested in whether we can use the forecast targeting framework to uncover its revealed preferences
and its ability to control the economy.18 This same argument applies to the suggestion that the recursive
output gap measures be used in the objective function as these measures are likely to be much closer to
what the bank believes will be the output gap in the near future. Again, however, the optimizing
framework is not concerned with these artificial evolving measures but the actual path for inflation and
output.

Following this logic, the variables required in the objective function are the correct or true values for these
variables, which of course we do not have. But our best measure using the HP filter is arguably that
constructed from the full sample of data, which in terms of the notation above, means using

xt ,T and

∆xt ,T . This then is how we proceed. For simplicity, though, we use the notation xt and ∆xt for these full
sample measures.19

By proceeding this way, we are really adding another layer onto the optimizing framework: not only are
we asking whether the bank is following — to some approximation — an optimal forecasting framework
but we are asking whether it is any good at identifying the goals with which it is concerned (in this case,
the output gap).

The final aspect we need to specify is the horizons that we focus on. The only issue here is that we need
to consider horizons for which monetary policy has an effect on inflation and output. To this end, we

18

Kuttner (2004) evaluates these conditions, somewhat less formally than we do, but using central bank forecasts as discussed
in the text. This is still an interesting exercise, particularly if one is interested primarily in the central bank's preferences
concerning the balance between objectives. But for reasons noted, our view is that this is not a complete test of the optimizing
framework. Moreover, as Kuttner notes, there are considerable difficulties with backing out output gap forecasts from central
bank forecasts, which typically only involve output growth. Finally, and critically, the forecasts must be conditioned on the
proposed path for the policy instrument that will deliver these forecasts. In many instances, central bank forecasts are not so
constructed. These latter two concerns do not arise with the approach we follow.

19

The same arguments in favour of using the full sample output gap can be further used to support the use of current (full
sample) vintage GDP data, as we do, versus real time GDP data. Technically, though, we should use real time data for output
measures when we use these in the instrument sets — though we do not anticipate that the effects would be substantive. We
leave this for future work.
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consider horizons two quarters ahead or more (so h = 2). While empirically this would be generally
regarded as too early for the main or maximum effects of monetary policy on inflation and output, that is
not the issue here. As Woodford (2004) stresses, what matters is that there is some ability for the central
bank to affect these variables and two quarters is certainly consistent with most empirical studies on the
effects of monetary policy (see for example Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans, 2005). Moreover, it is
the near term horizons that are potentially the most interesting since it is here where there will be
meaningful trade offs between inflation and output. At longer horizons the there will be much less
expected cyclical variation in output and in inflation around its target.

3.2

Strict Inflation Forecast Targets

Table 1 presents single equation estimates for h = 2, 4, 6, 8 and system equation estimates for h = 2, 4
for each of the three countries. All models are estimated using generalized method of moments (GMM).
We follow the usual procedure of iterating the estimation using as the weighting matrix the inverse of
successive estimates of the covariance matrix. The covariance matrix is estimated following Newey and
West (1987) with truncation parameters indicated in the table.20

For the single equation estimates for each of the three countries, the estimates of the inflation target are
all statistically significant and reasonably uniform over the different horizons. Canada's are the lowest,
ranging from 1.7 to 2.1 percent while Australia and the US are fairly similar, ranging from 2.6 to 2.7
percent and 2.7 to 2.9 percent respectively. For all horizons and for each country, we cannot reject the
over-identifying restrictions, based on Hansen's (1982) J-statistic, at usual significance levels. These
results do not provide any direct evidence against the strict inflation forecast targeting model, including
the requirement that the inflation target be stable across different horizons. It is also worth noting that in
the case of Canada, there is a tendency to target (based on these estimates) inflation slightly below the
mid-point of the published target of 1–3 percent. In contrast, for Australia, there is a tendency to target
inflation at the high end of the published target of 2–3 percent. As for the United States, these estimates
suggest that its actual behaviour over this period is comparable to explicit inflation targeting countries.

Table 1 also presents system based estimates for the strict inflation targeting model. Because of
difficulties with estimation, we limit the system to the first two horizons.21 From a policy perspective, this is
not unreasonable since the two and four quarter horizon are clearly focal when setting monetary policy.
The systems are estimated both as an unrestricted form, where the inflation targets are allowed to vary
20

The choice of truncation parameter reflects the fact that for a forecast horizon of h , there is likely to be a moving average
structure of h -1; Hansen and Hodrick (1980). For the single equation estimates, this is our choice of h . For the system
estimates, we choose h to be one less than the maximum horizon. All estimation programmes, in GAUSS, are available upon
request.

21

We limit the horizon to four for the system estimates because of difficulty in getting the estimation to converge, which we
conjecture may be due to weak instruments. Instrument quality is discussed further below.
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across horizons, and in a form where they targets are restricted to be equal. The advantage of the system
estimates is that we can now test formally whether the inflation targets are stable across horizons.

For each of the three countries, the estimates of

π*

are comparable to the single equation estimates.

And as before, we cannot reject the over-identifying restrictions. As far as parameter constancy is
concerned, for Canada the two estimates are virtually identical at 1.8 percent and we cannot reject the
hypothesis that the two targets are equal. When the model is estimated subject to these restrictions, we
again obtain an inflation target of 1.8 percent.

These results are similar to those reported in Rowe and Yetman (2002) for the inflation targeting sample
they focus on, 1992-2001. Their estimate for the inflation target for this period is 1.6 percent. This number
can be compared to our single equation estimate for h = 8,

π 8*

= 2.1, as this is the horizon they use for

their estimation. Our estimate is somewhat higher, which may be because we use headline inflation rather
than core inflation as they do, or the different sample, or both. Of more relevance though is that they also
fail to reject the over-identifying restrictions as we do here, finding evidence in favour of a simple inflation
targeting model. This is in fact the principal conclusion of their study.

For Australia and the United States, we reject the restriction the coefficients are equal across the two and
four quarter horizon. In the case of Australia, the rejection is very strong with a p-value of 0.00. For the
United States, the p-value is 0.07 (throughout, we focus on a ten percent significance level). For Australia,
the difference is perhaps economically meaningful as well; the two coefficients are 2.8 and 3.1 percent.
For the United States, however, the difference is smaller, 2.7 versus 2.8 percent, and perhaps not
economically meaningful.

These results provide some support for the strict inflation forecast targeting model for all three countries,
though with some qualifications about parameter constancy over different horizons for Australia and
possibly for the United States. We find these results quite surprising, largely because our priors are that
central banks do care about cyclical variations in aggregate demand in the short run and as such, we
would anticipate that the test of over-identifying restrictions would provide evidence against the model. It
is possible, though, that the Hansen's J -test is not sufficiently powerful to identify mis-specification of the
model and so we now turn to richer targeting models.

3.3

Flexible Inflation Forecast Targets

Table 2 reports the estimates of the first of the flexible target conditions, equation (3), which uses the
output gap xt in the objective function. Recall that this condition can be motivated as arising from
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discretionary optimization by a central bank facing a forward-looking Phillips curve and in this instance we
expect

φ

to be positive and less than one.

For Australia, the single equation estimates of

φ

are positive at all four horizons though only h = 2 and

h = 6 are statistically significant (using a two-sided t -test with a ten percent significance level). The point
estimates range from roughly 0.1 to 0.2, magnitudes that are consistent with expectation and without too
much variation across the horizons. For the inflation target,

π*,

the estimates are again statistically

significant, consistent with prior expectations, and relatively stable across the horizons. When we
estimate the model as a system over h = 2, 4, a similar pattern emerges: all but

φ4

are statistically

significant. When we test for stability of the coefficients across the two horizons, we cannot reject a
common value for the inflation target coefficient but we do strongly reject a common weight on the output
gap. In summary, for Australia, this is a plausible model of flexible inflation forecast targeting with two
qualifications: the insignificant coefficient estimate on the h = 4 horizon and, relatedly, the lack of
parameter constancy across horizons. If we have strong prior beliefs in the restrictions of the model then
we could simply use the restricted estimates reported in Table 2, which provide a

φ

coefficient of 0.11

and an inflation target of 2.9 percent, which is also a plausible model of flexible inflation forecast
targeting.22

In contrast to Australia, the estimates for Canada and the US in Table 2 provide little support for this type
of flexible inflation target. For Canada, the

φ

coefficients are negative and in all but one instance (single

equation, h = 4) statistically significant. Taken at face value, these estimates suggest that monetary
policy in Canada is leaning with the wind rather than leaning against the wind. For the United States, the
single equation estimates of the

φ

parameter are in all but one instance statistically insignificant —

suggesting that the output gap could be dropped from these equations implying a strict inflation forecast
target (which would be consistent with the studies mentioned previously that found a zero value for
The system estimates, in contrast, give rise to statistically significant coefficients for

φ

λ ).

at both the two

and four quarter horizon; however, one coefficient is negative the other positive, which seems an
implausible description of monetary policy. On balance, a flexible inflation target using the output gap
does not appear to be a useful description of monetary policy in either Canada or the US.

22

A comparison of the single equation and system estimates in these tables reveals that the unrestricted system estimates can
differ significantly from the single equation estimates for the same horizons — as they do for Australia in Table 1. This may at
first seem puzzling since the single equation models are present in the system estimates. The source of the difference is the
weighting matrix used in the GMM estimation, which is proportional to inverse of the covariance matrix. With the system
estimates, the weighting matrix depends upon the entire system rather than the single equation and so the parameter
estimates may differ.
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Table 3 reports the estimates for a flexible inflation forecast target using the change in the output gap. As
previously discussed, this can be motivated either as the outcome of a central bank facing a purely
backward looking Phillips curve, in which case

φ

will be negative, or as the outcome of a central bank,

faced with a forward looking Phillips curve, able to commit to optimal monetary policy. In this latter case,

φ

will be positive.

An immediate conclusion from Table 3 is that across all three countries, all of the

φ

coefficients are

positive or not statistically different from zero (at the ten percent level) with one exception, the coefficient
for Canada in the single equation estimates for h = 6. These positive coefficients are consistent with
forward looking rather than backward looking Phillips curves.23

The single equation estimates are somewhat mixed; while the inflation target coefficients are consistent
with earlier results and prior expectations, the

φ

parameters do vary considerably. If we focus on only the

first two horizons, where instrument quality is better, then the estimates for

φ

tend to be positive or

statistically insignificant. Matters look considerably better, however, if we consider the system estimates.
In this case, the

φ

parameters for each of the three countries are statistically significant, positive, and

again take on small values as expected. The estimates of

π*

are also consistent with expectations and

line up roughly with what we observed in Table 1 under strict inflation targeting. And as before, we cannot
reject the over-identifying restrictions for any of the models.

Looking at each country individually, the unrestricted estimates for Australia have

φ

coefficients of 0.10

and 0.16 for h = 2, 4 and inflation targets of 2.7 and 2.8. When we test whether these coefficients are
equal across the two horizons, we fail to reject these hypotheses at usual significance levels. The
associated restricted estimates are 0.13 and 2.7, providing a very plausible model of flexible inflation
forecast targeting for Australia. Recall that for Australia we were also able to obtain a plausible model
using the level of the output gap, though with inconsistency in coefficient estimates across horizons. As
the results in Table 3 more closely accord with the theoretical model, we view this as our preferred model
for Australia. Either way, of course, we have evidence of a flexible inflation target, one where the
Australian authorities are leaning against the wind.

For Canada, we have estimates for

φ

of 0.20 and 0.16 for h = 2, 4 and estimates for the inflation targets

of 1.9 and 1.6 percent. In this case, we reject the hypothesis that the two inflation targets are common
across horizons; we do not reject the hypothesis, though, that the two
23

φ

coefficients are common. For

Whether or not Phillips curves are backward or forward looking, or some combination of both, has been the focus of a
considerable literature, see Rudd and Whelan (2005). Our results provide only very limited indirect evidence in this respect.
To explore this issue in a substantive manner requires a structural model of the economy in contrast to our limited focus on
inflation targets.
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comparison purposes, we also report the fully restricted estimates, giving a
inflation target of 1.8 percent. For the United States, we have estimates for

φ

φ

coefficient of 0.14 and an

of 0.16 and 0.07 for h = 2,

4 and estimates for the inflation targets of 2.7 and 2.7 percent. In contrast to Canada, though, we cannot
reject the hypothesis of a common inflation target across horizons but do reject the hypothesis of a
common

φ

parameter. Again, for comparison purposes, we report the restricted estimates, which in this

case are 0.09 and 2.7.

There are two points of comparison with the related empirical literature. First, our results suggest that all
three countries have inflation and output paths consistent with flexible inflation targets, implying that each
puts positive weight on output variation in their objective functions (recall that
be proportional to

λ,

φ

can be decomposed to

the weight on output variation in the central bank's objective function). We are

unable to provide an estimate of the weight but our results do suggest that it is non-zero. This contrasts
with Dennis's (2004, 2006) results for the United States. Second, we can loosely compare our

φ

estimates with those of Giannoni and Woodford (2005), which are very close in magnitude to those
reported here.

Table 4 reports estimates of the model where output growth is used rather than the output gap or the
change in the output gap. In part, this provides a check on our previous results but may also be
interpreted as an alternative model in its own right, where the central bank focuses on the readily
available and interpretable output growth measure to guide policy. It also has the practical advantage of
not relying on calculations of the output gap. Because output growth and changes in the output gap are
highly correlated for all countries, the results in Table 4 closely accord with those in Table 3. Focusing on
the system estimates for brevity, we see that across the three countries the

φ

estimates are essentially

the same as are the conclusions from the restriction tests. The same conclusion holds for the estimates of
the inflation target once one realizes that it now combines the target for inflation as well as the `target' for
output growth.

To clarify this last point, it is helpful to change the notation somewhat from that in the tables. The
condition we are estimating is,

Et (π t + h + φ∆y t + h − τ ) = 0
where

τ

is the combined target. This can be reinterpreted as follows:

Et (π t + h + φ (∆y t + h − ∆y ) − π * ) = 0
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∆y is the output growth target and τ = φ∆y + π * . If, by way of example, we use the Australian

restricted estimates from Table 3 for

π*

and the restricted estimates from Table 4 for

τ

(reported as

π*

in the table), we can back out an estimate of the output growth target. In this case, it is 3.4 percent. This
is very close, as we would hope, to average quarterly growth rates over this sample, which is 3.7 percent
(annual terms). Similar conclusions hold for Canada and the United States. Using the methods outlined
above and the restricted estimates in Tables 3 and 4, we obtain

∆y = 3.6 for Canada and ∆y = 2.2 for

the United States. These compare to quarterly average growth rates of 3.3 and 2.9 percent (annual
terms).

In summary, we have plausible general descriptions of flexible inflation forecast targets for all three
countries though for two of these countries, Canada and the United States, we observe significant
variation in coefficients across horizons. And in both of these cases, the difference in estimates is also,
arguably, significant in economic terms. It is possible to plausibly interpret the pattern of variation. For
Canada, we observe that its near term (two quarter) inflation target is higher, or less strict if you will, than
its longer horizon (four quarter) target. This might be explained by greater concerns or uncertainty about
output costs of a tighter near term target relative to the four quarter horizon. The United States can also
be interpreted as being less stringent in the short run with its inflation target though in this case it shows
up as a greater weight on the near term change in the output gap. Whatever the explanation, these
variations are still departures from the model, suggesting either the forecast targeting model may be too
simple or, if we accept the model's prescriptions, that these central banks could improve their targeting
behaviour.

There is a further point worth making based on these estimates of flexible inflation targets — they are
entirely dominated by the behaviour of inflation, even allowing for a statistically significant coefficient on
the change in the output gap term. Figure 4 presents the residuals or deviations from target for the
unrestricted system estimates reported in Table 3 for each of the three countries for the two quarter
horizon. Also included in the Figure are the inflation rate and the scaled change in the output gap, φˆ2 ∆xt .
Together these two series make up the flexible inflation target. The dominant role of inflation in the
residual series is immediately apparent, arising because the scaled change in the output gap is, relative
to the variation in output, much smaller. A very similar picture emerges if one uses the output growth and
the coefficient estimates from Table 4.

There are two implications from this conclusion. The first concerns whether the flexible inflation targeting
model fits the data better than the strict inflation targeting model. The results tend to favour the flexible
target model in so far as when we include the change in the output gap it is statistically significant. But
this is, so far, the only substantive support. When we estimate the strict inflation targeting model we do
not find any direct evidence against the model. This latter conclusion may seem surprising; given that the
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change in the output gap is significant we might expect the strict inflation target model to be rejected
based on Hansen's J -statistic. But when we consider that the contribution to the residual from the
change in the output gap is very small, the failure to reject is perhaps understandable. The consequence
of this is that it is going to be difficult empirically to discriminate between these two models. Below, we
further test the predictions of the model by considering whether the deviations from the targets, strict or
flexible, are predictable over the sample; as we shall again see, it is still difficult to discriminate between
the two models.

The second implication of these results concerns how we might evaluate central bank behaviour or, more
particularly, how we might evaluate a flexible inflation targeting central bank. One way to think about this
is to re-organize the flexible inflation target condition, as Woodford (2003) does, into a state-contingent
target for inflation (at the two quarter horizon):

π t + 2 = π * − φ∆xt + 2
With

φ

estimates around 0.1 to 0.2, only fairly large changes in the output gap are going to substantially

affect the conditional inflation target. Of course, in theoretical presentations,

π * is usually taken to be zero

and in this case output gap changes would play a larger role. But for empirically relevant inflation targets
of close to two percent, their role is significantly diminished.

Before we consider further specification tests of the models, we briefly discuss our choice of instruments
and instrument quality. We selected a consistent set of instruments across all three countries. As a guide
to instrument choice, we refined the instrument set to ensure that the system equation estimates, which
are demanding to estimate because of the number of moments, are consistent with the single equation
estimates. Further, because we have strong prior information on the magnitude of the

π*

parameter, we

focused on sets that provided estimates consistent with these priors. Within these limits, our parameter
estimates are reasonably robust.24 A further robustness concern is the choice of horizon for the system
estimates. Looking at sets of moment conditions at different horizons than we do here can give rise to
significantly different results, which we suspect is due to instrument quality.

The quality of instrumental variables estimation depends greatly upon the quality of the instruments. In
Table 5, we report instrument quality measures for each of the endogenous variables. In the weak
instruments literature, an F -statistic of 10 or higher is considered an indication of a good instrument

24

An example of the sensitivity to instrument choice is the estimate of π * for Australia for h = 8 reported in Table 4. As noted in
the table, we introduce an additional instrument, i t , for this model. With the instrument set in use for the other models, we
obtain an estimate of π * = 10.15, which is not consistent with our priors or indeed any of the other estimates. If we use this
expanded instrument set for the other horizons the results are essentially unchanged.
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(Stock, Wright, and Yogo, 2002). Unfortunately, none of our measures are this high though in some
instances at the two quarter horizon the statistics are close, values around 8 or 9. The relative weakness
of instruments here is obviously an important qualification to our results. The difficulty arises in part from
the nature of the estimation problem — it is always going to be difficult to find instruments for these
variables because of the lags involved. And this of course makes it particularly difficult for the longer
horizons and explains our focus on the two and four quarter horizon.

3.4

Further Tests of the Models

While all of the models presented so far are not rejected based on Hansen's J -test of over-identifying
restrictions, it is possible that this is not a very powerful test of the model. As noted, we have already seen
that it fails to discriminate between the strict and flexible inflation target despite the statistically significant
coefficients on various output measures. To pursue this further, we ask whether residuals from either the
strict or flexible inflation targets are predictable; theoretically, any variable known at time t should not
predict deviations from the targets.

For the strict inflation target models, we use the single equation estimates for h = 2, 4. We chose the
single equation estimates because they are relatively stable across horizons. For the flexible inflation
target models, we use the unrestricted system estimates based on the change in the output gap (Table 3).
For each model, we regress the two and four quarter horizon residual on the following sets of variables: (1)
lagged inflation; (2) lagged output gaps (recursive); (3) lagged changes in output gaps (recursive); (4)
lagged changes in output; (5) current and lagged changes in the policy nominal interest rate; and (6)
current and lagged changes in the nominal exchange rate (except for the United States). Details of the
series are provided in the Data Appendix.
The results for Australia are presented in Table 6. Significant coefficients (ten percent two-sided t -test)
are indicated in bold. A first immediate conclusion is that the predictability of deviations from the strict
inflation target is the same as that for the flexible target, which reinforces our previous point that the
output gap contributes relatively little to the deviations. At the two quarter horizon, we find lagged inflation
predicts deviations from the either target and, summing the coefficients, the effect is positive. One
interpretation of this, and this will be true for any instance where we observe predictability, is that the
target is mis-specified: we are missing some objective of the central bank or we are treating the objectives
too simply.25 Another interpretation is the Reserve Bank has not been aggressive enough in its control of
inflation over the entire course of the inflation targeting experience.26

25

As these models are enriched, either by refinements to the economic environment or to the objective functions of the central
bank, the targeting conditions become more complicated. See Woodford (2003). This is a real and important possibility and an
obvious direction for further work. Our objective, however, is to ask whether the simple targets used here, and that could be
easily used in practice by central banks, have any empirical relevance.
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At the two and four quarter horizon, again for both models, we also find changes in policy interest rates
predict deviations from targets. On balance, the relationship is positive. Again, this may point to misspecification of the target. Alternatively, it may mean that policy interest rate rises, associated with excess
inflation, have not been sufficiently aggressive.

The results for Canada, presented in Table 7, look quite good. One or two variables are statistically
significant but the information in them is relatively small. In no instances do the R 2 s exceed 0.1 and in
most instances they are much lower than that. So there is relatively little predictability in the Canadian
inflation target, strict or flexible. As far as comparing the two models, if anything the strict inflation
targeting regime fairs slightly better (based on goodness of fit), though there is really very little increase in
predictability. On balance, we would argue that Bank of Canada's behaviour over the inflation targeting
period has been quite consistent with either a strict or flexible inflation targeting model.

For the United States, presented in Table 8, we see the same key result that we saw for Australia:
considerable persistence in inflation. Again, the total effect is positive leading to similar conclusions that
we put forward for Australia. There is also some evidence of policy interest rates predicting deviations
from the strict inflation target, notably at the four quarter horizon. This goes away for the flexible inflation
target providing some limited support for this model.

4.

Conclusions

We examine strict and flexible inflation targets for two inflation targeting countries — Australia and
Canada — as well as the United States. These targets can be motivated from standard theoretical models
of monetary policy in New Keynesian environments though they also have a fairly simple intuitive
interpretation, representing the near term balance between inflation and cyclical variations in output that a
central bank wishes to achieve. For all three countries, we obtain plausible estimates of the weight on
output variations in the flexible inflation forecast target that captures this balance. Remarkably, the
parameter estimates for this weight are very similar across the three countries.

Although the parameter estimates are plausible, we do identify a number of qualifications to the results.
First, for our preferred models there is evidence that the weights in the forecast targets for Canada and
the United States are not constant across different horizons as we would expect. Of greater importance,
however, is that for Australia and the United States deviations from the forecast targets are predictable,
suggesting possible problems with the specification of the simple forecast targeting model for these
countries. For Canada, in contrast, these specification issues do not arise and, on balance, we think the
simple forecast targeting model works quite well in this instance.
26

This role for lagged inflation is strongly influenced by the early part of the sample, where there are significant swings in
inflation. If we restrict the forecast regressions to the latter part of the sample, deviations from target are no longer predictable
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There are a number of lessons from the exercise that are worth emphasizing. First, despite a number of
qualifications including some concerns about instrument quality, we see the results as generally quite
supportive of the forecast targeting approach. One way to interpret what we have done is that it is
analogous to the empirical literature on fitting Taylor rules as a description of monetary policy and a
possible rule to which central banks might commit. Svensson (2003) and Woodford (2007) strongly
advocate commitment by central banks to the sorts of forecast targets considered here. Our results
demonstrate that the actual behaviour of these central banks, particularly Canada, is broadly consistent
with such targets and that a formal commitment would be a practical possibility.

The second lesson from our analysis is that the difference between strict and flexible inflation forecast
targeting is, empirically, quite subtle. Discriminating between the two types of targeting, for the outside
observer, is going to be difficult. The reason for this is that the targets — weighted average of inflation
and output variation — are dominated by the behaviour of inflation. To our minds, this strengthens the
arguments for central banks to be more transparent about the near term objectives since reading the
entrails of their policy may not be sufficient to assess and judge policy objectives.

The third lesson is simply a practical one. As far as specifying forecast targets are concerned, we find
essentially no difference in our results between using changes in the output gap — as prescribed by
theory — and output growth. This points to the possibility of using output growth — which is readily
measured and easily explained — in forecast targets rather than measures of the output gap that rely on
measures of potential output.

As a final broad point, we attempt to fit very simple models of strict and flexible inflation targeting.
Obviously, there are many possible policy considerations that are absent from these models; central
banks may have significantly richer set of objectives than we have considered here. Interest rate and
exchange smoothing are two such possible directions that could be considered for future research.

by lagged inflation.
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Table 1. Strict Inflation Targeting

Notes: J is Hansen’s (1982) J-statistic, distributed

χ 2 (9) for the single equation models and distributed χ 2 (18) or χ 2 (19) for the

unrestricted and restricted system models respectively. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors except for the reported
statistics, which are marginal significance levels. Covariance matrices are Newey and West (1987) using a lag truncation
parameter of h − 1 for the single equation models and 3 for the system models. The numbers reported in the row denoted

π2 = π4

are the appropriate Wald test and marginal significance levels.
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Table 2. Flexible Inflation Targeting with the Output Gap

Notes:

J is Hansen’s (1982) J-statistic, distributed χ 2 (9) for the single equation models and distributed χ 2 (16) or χ 2 (18) for the unrestricted and restricted system models
respectively. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors except for the reported statistics, which are marginal significance levels. Covariance matrices are Newey and West
(1987) using a lag truncation parameter of h − 1 for the single equation models and 3 for the system models. The numbers reported in the rows denoted Tests are the
appropriate Wald test and marginal significance levels.
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Table 3. Flexible Inflation Targeting with Output Gap Changes

Notes:

J is Hansen’s (1982) J-statistic, distributed χ 2 (9) for the single equation models and distributed χ 2 (16) or χ 2 (18) for the unrestricted and restricted system models
respectively. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors except for the reported statistics, which are marginal significance levels. Covariance matrices are Newey and West
(1987) using a lag truncation parameter of h − 1 for the single equation models and 3 for the system models. The numbers reported in the rows denoted Tests are the
appropriate Wald test and marginal significance levels.
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Table 4. Flexible Inflation Targeting with Output Growth

Notes:

J is Hansen’s (1982) J-statistic, distributed χ 2 (9) for the single equation models and distributed χ 2 (16) or χ 2 (18) for the unrestricted and restricted system models
respectively. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors except for the reported statistics, which are marginal significance levels. Covariance matrices are Newey and West
(1987) using a lag truncation parameter of h − 1 for the single equation models and 3 for the system models. The numbers reported in the rows denoted Tests are the
appropriate Wald test and marginal significance levels. Single equation estimates for Australia for

h = 8 include an additional instrument, it . See text for details.
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Table 5. Instrument Quality

Notes: Numbers are F-tests for the joint hypothesis that all instruments (except the constant term) have coefficients zero when
regressed against each of the instruments.
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Table 6. Prediction Regressions for Australia

Notes: Standard errors are Newey-West with lag truncation parameter 3. The covariance matrix is constructed using the small
sample adjustment suggested in Davidson and Mackinnon (1994). Standard errors are in brackets to the right of point
estimates. Coefficients in boldface indicates significance at 10% using a two-sided t-statistic. Estimated values for
constructed residuals are as follows:
Strict
Flexible

πˆ 2* = 2.7389; π̂ 4* = 2.6261
φˆ2 = 0.1021; πˆ 2* = 2.7557; φˆ4 = 0.1642; π̂ 4* = 2.8010
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Table 7. Prediction Regressions for Canada

Notes: Standard errors are Newey-West with lag truncation parameter 3. The covariance matrix is constructed using the small
sample adjustment suggested in Davidson and Mackinnon (1994). Standard errors are in brackets to the right of point
estimates. Coefficients in boldface indicates significance at 10% using a two-sided t-statistic. Estimated values for
constructed residuals are as follows:
Strict
Flexible

πˆ 2* = 1.9146; π̂ 4* = 1.8663
φˆ2 = 0.1999; πˆ 2* = 1.8827; φˆ4 = 0.1589; π̂ 4* = 1.5985
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Table 8. Prediction Regressions for the United States

Notes: Standard errors are Newey-West with lag truncation parameter 3. The covariance matrix is constructed using the small
sample adjustment suggested in Davidson and Mackinnon (1994). Standard errors are in brackets to the right of point
estimates. Coefficients in boldface indicates significance at 10% using a two-sided t-statistic. Estimated values for
constructed residuals are as follows:
Strict
Flexible

πˆ 2* = 2.7417; π̂ 4* = 2.7430
φˆ2 = 0.1569; πˆ 2* = 2.7142; φˆ4 = 0.0670; π̂ 4* = 2.6603
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Figure 1. Australian Inflation and HP Output Gaps
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Figure 2. Canadian Inflation and HP Output Gaps
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Figure 3. United States Inflation and HP Output Gaps
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Figure 4. Estimated Deviations from Flexible Inflation Targets and Scaled Change in Output Gap
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Data Appendix
Details of data sources are provided below.

Variable

Description

Source

Australia
Y
P
ip
i
s

GDP SA at AR; chained 2005-06 dollars.
CPI All Groups*
Money Market Rate
90 day BAB Rate
AUD/USD

Tab. G10, ABS 5206, RBA Bulletin
Tab. G02, ABS 6401, RBA Bulletin
19360B..ZF..., IFS Series
RBA Bulletin
RBA Bulletin

Canada
Y
P
ip
i
s

GDP SA at AR; chained 2000 dollars
CPI All, 2005 Basket
Bank rate
3 Month TB Rate
CAD/USD

Tab. 3800002, v1992067, CANSIM
Tab. 3260020, v42690973, CANSIM
Tab. 1760043, v122530, CANSIM
Tab. 1760043, v122531, CANSIM
Tab. 1760064, v37426, CANSIM

United States
Y
P
ip
i

GDP SA at AR; chained 2000 dollars
CPI All Urban, All Items
Effective Federal Funds Rate
3 Month TB Rate

BEA GDPC96
BLS CPIAUCSL
Board of Governors, H.15
Board of Governors, H.15

Commodity
Prices
Pcx

Non-Fuel Index

00176NFDZF..., IFS Series

Variable

Description/Details

Construction

πt

Year on year quarterly CPI inflation, %

100 ⋅ ( Pt − Pt − 4 ) / Pt − 4

π

Year on year quarterly commodity price
inflation, %
H-P Filter, λ = 1600; sample 1980:Q1–
2007:Q4.

cx
100 ⋅ ( Pt cx − Pt cx
− 4 ) / Pt − 4

cx
t

y tQ

HP(ln Yt , 1600)

xt

Output Gap

400 ⋅ (ln Yt − y tQ )

∆x t

Quarterly first-difference output gap

xt − xt −1

x

R
t

∆xtR
∆y t

Recursive output gap; see text
Recursive output gap, differenced; see text.
Quarterly growth rate

400 ⋅ (ln Yt − ln Yt −1 )

*Australian CPI is adjusted for the effect of the introduction of the GST in 2000:Q3. The average quarterly change from the
previous twenty quarters is used to estimate the change from quarter two to quarter three of 2000. Subsequent actual changes
are used to calculate the remaining adjusted changes.
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